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Anti-slip Multidirectional Fastener Remover Tool

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to various fastening methods. More

specifically, the present invention is an anti-slip multidirectional driver bit that is

designed to prevent damaging or stripping fasteners during the extraction or tightening

process.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Hex bolts, nuts, screws, and other similar threaded devices are used to secure and

hold multiple components together by being engaged to a complimentary thread, known

as a female thread. The general structure of these types of fasteners is a cylindrical shaft

with an external thread and a head at one end of the shaft. The external thread engages a

complimentary female thread tapped into a hole or a nut and secures the fastener in place,

fastening the associated components together. The internal head receives an external

torque force and is the means by which the fastener is turned, or driven, into the female

threading. The internal socket head is shaped specifically to allow an external tool like a

Hex Key to apply a torque to the fastener in order to rotate the fastener and engage the

complimentary female threading to a certain degree. This type of fastener is simple,

extremely effective, cheap, and highly popular in modern construction.

One of the most common problems in using these types of fasteners, whether

male or female, is the tool slipping in the head portion, or slipping on the head portion.

This is generally caused by either a worn fastener or tool, corrosion, overtightening, or

damage to the head portion of the fastener. The present invention is a bit driver design

that virtually eliminates slippage, when used in conjunction with the appropriate

matching fastener. The tool design uses a series of segmented portions that bite into the

head of the fastener and allow for efficient torque transfer between the driving bit and the



head portion of the fastener. The present invention eliminates the need for the common

bolt extractors as they require unnecessary drilling and tools. With the development of

electric screwdrivers, and drills, people have been using, power tools to apply the

required torsional forces and remove various fasteners. Most power driver end bits have a

standardized one fourth inch hex holder and come in various configurations including but

not limited to, square end, hex end, or star end.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a side view of the first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a bottom view of the first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a top view of the first embodiment of the present invention, showing the

configuration of the plurality of engagement features.

FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the second embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a top view of the second embodiment of the present invention, showing the

configuration of the plurality of engagement features.

FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the third embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a top view of the third embodiment of the present invention, showing the

configuration of the plurality of engagement features.

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of the fourth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a top view of the fourth embodiment of the present invention, showing the

configuration of the plurality of engagement features.

FIG. 11 is a top view for another configuration of the second embodiment of the present

invention, showing the configuration of the plurality of engagement features.

FIG. 12 is a top view of the first alternative embodiment of the present invention,

showing the configuration of the plurality of engagement features.

FIG. 13 is a top view of the second alternative embodiment of the present invention,

showing the configuration of the plurality of engagement features.



DETAIL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INVENTION

All illustrations of the drawings are for the purpose of describing selected

versions of the present invention and are not intended to limit the scope of the present

invention.

The present invention generally related to an anti-slip multidirectional fastener

remover tool to remove damaged/stripped fasteners. The present invention is compatible

with a female opening of the fastener head. More specifically, the internal lateral surface

of the female opening of the fastener head to engage with the present invention for

tightening or loosening a male fastener. An example of the male fastener is a bolt fastener

that has a hex shaped female opening within the fastener head. In addition, the present

invention is compatible with male fasteners of a right-hand thread and male fasteners of a

left-hand thread.

Referring to FIG. 1-13, the present invention comprises a torque-tool body 1 and

a plurality of engagement features 3. The torque-tool body 1 is used as the physical

structure to apply the corresponding force by the plurality of engagement features 3 on

the fastener head. For a male fastener with a female opening within fastener head, the

torque-tool body 1 is an extrusion that is sized to fit within the female opening in an

interlocking manner, similar to a hex bit. The length, width, and diameter of the torque-

tool body 1 may vary to fit different sized female opening. The plurality of engagement

features 3 prevents slippage during fastener extraction and is radially positioned around a

rotational axis 2 of the torque-tool body 1 as seen in FIG. 1-2. More specifically, the

plurality of engagement features 3 is perimetrically oriented around the torque-tool body

1 to grip the internal lateral corners of the female opening. As a result, the plurality of

engagement features 3 facilitates the transfer of torque to the female fastener head by

preventing slippage between the torque-tool body 1 and the fastener head.

In reference to FIG. 1-2, the torque-tool body 1 is outwardly extended to the

plurality of engagement features 3 from the rotational axis 2. This yields a hit-like

structure with the plurality of engagement features 3 being distributed about the rotational



axis 2 on the external surface of the torque-tool body 1, similar but in no way limited to a

hex bit.

A traditional hex bit design transfers the majority of the torque to the female

opening of the fastener head through the inner lateral corners of the female opening. Over

time, the degradation of the inner lateral corners forces drivers such as hex bits to engage

the fastener away from the corner and further towards the center of the fastener inner wall

bracing surface reducing the efficiency of transferring torque from the hex bit to the

fastener head thus causing fastener material to stretch and round and in turn allowing a

traditional hex bit or other internal drive profiles to slip within the fastener drive head.

The present invention overcomes this problem by removing material from the torque tool

body and creating the cavity portion in such a way to transfer torque to the lateral corners

of the fastener head. This is accomplished through the use of the plurality of engagement

features 3. Each of the plurality of engagement features 3 is positioned to engage or

“bite” the internal lateral corners of the female opening instead of the inner lateral

surface. This ensures an adequate amount of torque is transferred to the fastener head to

initiate rotation, resultantly, preventing rounding and facilitating the extraction of the

damaged/stripped fastener.

In reference to FIG. 4, 6, 8, and 10, a cross section for each of the plurality of

engagement features 3 comprises a bracing portion 4, at least one cavity portion 5, a first

interior angle 8, and a second interior angle 9. A gripping edge 20 is delineated in

between a pair of engagement features 3 or within one of the engagement features 3 so

that the gripping edge 20 is able to cut into the fastener head during the removal of the

damaged/stripped fastener. The cavity portion 5 is a fastener material catchment basin for

inert fastener material. When torque is applied to lateral corner by the griping edge that

presses against the fastener and pushes fastener lateral corner material creating a grove in

the lateral corner of the fastener effectively locking the torque tool to the fastener

preventing rounding and slipping. This intern allows the fastener material that is not

engaged with the torque tool body 1 to remain inert and accumulate within the fastener

material catchment basin. The cavity portion 5 makes no contact with the internal

fastener sidewall upon initial insertion of the torque-tool body 1 into fastener head until

torque force is applied and the griping edge 20 digs or cuts into the fastener lateral corner



and thus resulting in the cavity portion 5 moving towards the fastener sidewall and the

fastener material entering the cavity section 5. In other words, when the torque-tool body

1 is initially inserted into the fastener socket head, contact between the plurality of

engagement features 3 and socket fastener bracing surface is only made with the bracing

surface 4 and gripping edge 20 while the cavity portion 5 remains separated from the

fastener bracing surface. More specifically, the bracing portion 4 and the cavity portion 5

are adjacently connected to each other about the first interior angle 8. Preferably, the first

interior angle 8 is an obtuse angle, which can range between 9 1 degrees to 179 degrees,

so that the cavity portion 5 can be oriented towards the rotational axis 2 in order to

initiate the orientation of the gripping edge 20. The first interior angle 8 is not limited to

an angled intersecting point and may be a radial corner for increased wear or tool

performance. The gripping edge 20 and the bracing portion 4 are colinear and

substantially co-planer. Since the cavity portion 5 is oriented towards the rotational axis

2, the second interior angle 9 is delineated between a first lateral section 6 and a second

lateral section 7 of the cavity portion 5. Preferably, the second interior angle 9 is reflex

angle that can range between 181 degrees to 359 degrees. As a result, the gripping edge

20 can be pointed outward from the rotational axis 2 thus allowing the gripping edge 20

to cut into the internal lateral corners of the socket fastener.

Furthermore, the plurality of engagement features 3 is equally spaced about the

torque-tool body 1 to create an enclosed profile as seen in FIG. 4, 6, 8, and 10. In order to

configure the enclosed profile, the plurality of engagement features 3 comprises an

arbitrary feature 13 and an adjacent feature 14. The arbitrary feature 13 is any feature

within the plurality of engagement features 3 in such a way that the adjacent feature 14 is

the feature directly next to the arbitrary feature 13. As mentioned above, the present

invention may be designed to fit a variety of fastener head designs. This is achieved by

varying the number of the plurality of engagement features 3 to compliment different

types of female openings of the fastener head designs. The number of the plurality of

engagement features 3 generally corresponds to the profile of the female opening. For

example, a pentagon shaped female opening has five lateral sides. In order to remove the

male fastener with the pentagon shaped female opening, a user has to preferably utilize

an embodiment of the present invention that comprises five engagement features 3 as the



plurality of engagement features 3. Preferably, the number of the plurality of engagement

features 3 in contact with the female opening can be eighteen, twelve, six, five, four, or

three.

In reference to a first embodiment of the present invention, the bracing portion 4

is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6. The second lateral section 7 is

positioned opposite of the bracing portion 4 about the first lateral section 6 and adjacently

connected the first lateral section 6. As shown in FIG. 1-4, the present invention further

comprises a third interior angle 10 and the plurality of engagement features 3 comprises

an arbitrary feature 13 and an adjacent feature 14. More specifically, the second lateral

section 7 of the arbitrary feature 13 and the bracing portion 4 of the adjacent feature 14

are adjacently positioned with each other about the third interior angle 10 thus delineating

the radial profile of the first embodiment. Furthermore, the third interior angle 10 is an

obtuse angle so that the gripping edge 20 can be oriented outward from the rotational axis

2. Preferably, the third interior angle 10 of the first embodiment is greater than 90

degrees and lesser than 120 degrees. Alternatively, the third interior angle 10 may be a

right angle but not less than 90 degrees. Furthermore, the first lateral section 6 and the

second lateral section 7 intersect about an angular edge 15, wherein a bottom edge of the

cavity portion 5 is defined precisely where the first lateral section 6 and the second lateral

section 7 intersect with each other. Alternatively, the first lateral section 6 and the second

lateral section 7 may be connected by an arbitrary angled or curved section. The plurality

of engagement features 3 of the first embodiment is equally spaced about the torque-tool

body 1 to create an enclosed profile as seen in FIG. 4. The length of the bracing portion

4, the first lateral section 6, and the second lateral section 7 may change. Similarly, the

first interior angle 8, the second interior angle 9, and the third interior angle 10 may vary

to create a sharper the gripping edge 20 of the first embodiment.

In reference to a second embodiment of the present invention, the bracing portion

4 is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6. The second lateral section 7 is

positioned opposite of the bracing portion 4 about the first lateral section 6 and adjacently

connected the first lateral section 6. More specifically, the second lateral section 7 of the

arbitrary feature 13 and the bracing portion 4 of the adjacent feature 14 are adjacently

positioned with each other about the third interior angle 10 thus delineating the radial



profile of the second embodiment. Furthermore, the third interior angle 10 is an obtuse

angle so that the gripping edge 20 can be oriented outward from the rotational axis 2.

Preferably, the third interior angle 10 of the second embodiment is greater than 90

degrees and lesser than 120 degrees. Furthermore, the first lateral section 6 and the

second lateral section 7 intersect tangent to a concave section 16, wherein a bottom edge

of the cavity portion 5 is defined offset from the actual intersecting point of the first

lateral section 6 and the second lateral section 7. The plurality of engagement features 3

of the second embodiment is equally spaced about the torque-tool body 1 to create an

enclosed profile as seen in FIG. 5-6. The length of the bracing portion 4, the first lateral

section 6, and the second lateral section 7 may change. In this embodiment, preferred

length ratio between the bracing portion 4 and the cavity portion 5 is 2 :1. Similarly, the

first interior angle 8, the second interior angle 9, and the third interior angle 10 may vary

to create a sharper gripping edge 20 of the second embodiment. For example, FIG. 6

illustrates six plurality of engagement features 3 while FIG. 11 illustrates three plurality

of engagement features 3 as length of the first lateral section 6, length of the second

lateral section 7, and the degrees of the first interior angle 8, the second interior angle 9,

and the third interior angle 10 change from one embodiment to another.

In reference to a third embodiment of the present invention, the at least one cavity

portion 5 comprises a left cavity portion 17 and a right cavity portion 18 as shown in FIG.

7-8. More specifically, the bracing portion 4 is positioned in between the first lateral

section 6 of the right cavity portion 18 and the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity

portion 17. The bracing portion 4 is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of

the right cavity portion 18. The bracing portion 4 is adjacently connected to the first

lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17. The second lateral section 7 of the right

cavity portion 18 is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of the right cavity

portion 18, opposite of the bracing portion 4. The second lateral section 7 of the left

cavity portion 17 is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity

portion 17, opposite of the bracing portion 4. In reference to the plurality of engagement

features 3, the second lateral section 7 for the right cavity portion 18 of the arbitrary

feature 13 and the second lateral section 7 for the left cavity portion 17 of the adjacent

feature 14 are adjacently positioned with each other about the third interior angle 10 thus



delineating the radial profile of the third embodiment. Furthermore, the third interior

angle 10 is an obtuse angle so that the gripping edge 20 can be oriented outward from the

rotational axis 2. Preferably, the third interior angle 10 of the third embodiment is greater

than 90 degrees and lesser than 120 degrees. Furthermore, the first lateral section 6 of the

right cavity portion 18 and the second lateral section 7 of the right cavity portion 18

intersect tangent to the concave section 16, wherein a bottom edge of the right cavity

portion 18 is defined offset from the actual intersecting point of the first lateral section 6

of the right cavity portion 18 and the second lateral section 7 of the right cavity portion

18. Furthermore, the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17 and the second

lateral section 7 of the left cavity portion 17 intersect tangent to the concave section 16,

wherein a bottom edge of the left cavity portion 17 is defined offset from the actual

intersecting point of the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17 and the second

lateral section 7 of the left cavity portion 17. The plurality of engagement features 3 of

the third embodiment is equally spaced about the torque-tool body 1 to create an enclosed

profile as seen in FIG. 8. The length of the bracing portion 4, the first lateral section 6,

and the second lateral section 7 may change. The preferred length ratio between the

bracing portion 4 and the left cavity portion 17 or the right cavity portion 18 is 3 :1 or

substantially equal. Similarly, the first interior angle 8, the second interior angle 9, and

the third interior angle 10 may vary to create a sharper gripping edge 20 of the third

embodiment.

In reference to a fourth embodiment of the present invention, the fourth

embodiment comprises a flat portion 19, and the at least one cavity portion 5 comprises

the left cavity portion 17 and the right cavity portion 18 as shown in FIG. 9-10. More

specifically, the bracing portion 4 is positioned in between the first lateral section 6 of the

right cavity portion 18 and the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17. The

bracing portion 4 is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of the right cavity

portion 18. The bracing portion 4 is adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of

the left cavity portion 17. The second lateral section 7 of the right cavity portion 18 is

adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of the right cavity portion 18, opposite

of the bracing portion 4. The second lateral section 7 of the left cavity portion 17 is

adjacently connected to the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17, opposite of



the bracing portion 4. The flat portion 19 is adjacently connected to the second lateral

section 7 of the right cavity portion 18. In reference to the plurality of engagement

features 3, the second lateral section 7 for the right cavity portion 18 of the arbitrary

feature 13 and the second lateral section 7 for the left cavity portion 17 of the adjacent

feature 14 are adjacently positioned with each other about the third interior angle 10 thus

delineating the radial profile of the fourth embodiment. Furthermore, the third interior

angle 10 is an obtuse angle so that the gripping edge 20 can be oriented outward from the

rotational axis 2. Preferably, the third interior angle 10 of the fourth embodiment is

greater than 90 degrees and lesser than 120 degrees. Furthermore, the first lateral section

6 of the right cavity portion 18 and the second lateral section 7 of the right cavity portion

18 intersect tangent to the concave section 16, wherein a bottom edge of the right cavity

portion 18 is defined offset from the actual intersecting point of the first lateral section 6

of the right cavity portion 18 and the second lateral section 7 of the right cavity portion

18. Furthermore, the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17 and the second

lateral section 7 of the left cavity portion 17 intersect tangent to the concave section 16,

wherein a bottom edge of the left cavity portion 17 is defined offset from the actual

intersecting point of the first lateral section 6 of the left cavity portion 17 and the second

lateral section 7 of the left cavity portion 17. The plurality of engagement features 3 of

the fourth embodiment is equally spaced about the torque-tool body 1 to create an

enclosed profile as seen in FIG. 10. The length of the bracing portion 4, the first lateral

section 6, and the second lateral section 7 may change. Similarly, the first interior angle

8, the second interior angle 9, and the third interior angle 10 may vary to create a sharper

gripping edge 20 of the fourth embodiment. When the torque-tool body 1 is initially

inserted into the fastener socket head, contact between the plurality of engagement

features 3 and socket fastener bracing surface is only made with the bracing surface 4, the

flat surface 19, and the gripping edge 20, while the cavity portion 5 remains separated

from the fastener bracing surface.

The present invention also incorporates an attachment feature which allows an

external torque tool to attach to the torque-tool body 1 and increase the torque force

applied to the damaged/stripped fastener. In reference to FIG. 2-3, the present invention

further comprises an attachment body 11 and an engagement bore 12 that allow an



external tool such as an open ended wrench, a box ended wrench, a combination wrench,

an adjustable wrench, and a socket wrench or ratchet to be attached to the torque-tool

body 1. The attachment body 11 is centrally positioned around and along the rotational

axis 2 in order to align with the axis of rotation of the torque tool. In other words, the

attachment body 11 is connected adjacent to the base of the torque-tool body 1 and

positioned opposite of the plurality of engagement features 3. The attachment body 11 is

preferably of a circular socket design but may be a hexagonal or square design with a

diameter preferably and slightly larger than the diameter for the base of the torque-tool

body 1. However, the attachment body 11 may incorporate a smaller diameter than the

base depending on the base size and the preferred manufacturing method or design. The

attachment body 11 is not limited any particular style or profile and may also incorporate

a Hex key or any other attachment body as preferred by the end user. The engagement

bore 12 traverses into the attachment body 11 along the rotational axis 2. The

engagement bore 12 is shaped to receive a male attachment member of a socket wrench,

wherein the preferred shape of the engagement bore 12 is a square as the majority of

socket wrenches utilize a square male attachment member. In alternative embodiments,

the shape and design of the engagement bore 12 and the attachment body 11 may vary to

be adaptable to different torque tools and different attachment means including, but not

limited to, square or cylindrical. In an alternative embodiment, an outer surface of the

attachment body 11 may have surface griping treatment applied such as knurling or other

alternative methods that would increase the friction between torque-tool body 1 and any

driven embodiments.

Optionally, a bottom surface of the attachment body 11 is tapered away from the

engagement bore 12 so that the plurality of engagement features 3 can be driven into the

damaged/stripped fasteners by a hammer, without hitting or damaging the engagement

bore 12. In other words, a height of the attachment body 11 about the engagement bore

12 is slightly larger than a height of the attachment body 11 about the external surface of

the attachment body 11 so that the bottom surface can be tapered away from the

engagement bore 12. As an alternative option, the attachment body 11 may not have an

engagement borel2 but rather a drive head designed for striking with a hammer or other

force tools and concentrically attached to a rod or bar of any shape and attached to the



torque-tool body 1 described within. This feature enables the torque-tool body 1 to be

used as an extractor for severely damaged or rounded fasteners.

To remove the damaged/stripped fastener with the present invention, the torque-

tool body 1 is positioned within the damaged/stripped fastener internal socket head so

that a significant portion of the plurality of engagement features 3 is positioned within the

fastener head. The user then simply applies a counter-clockwise torque force to the

torque-tool body 1 in order to rotate and remove the damaged/stripped fastener. When a

torque force is applied to the torque-tool body 1, the plurality of engagement features 3

bites into the internal lateral corners of the female opening of fastener head which in turn

rotates the fastener. The present invention is designed to engage partially or fully stripped

fastener heads. The present invention overcomes slippage of the fastener head through

the use of the plurality of engagement features 3 since each of the plurality of

engagement features 3 delineates the gripping edge 20. It is further understood that the

present invention is in no way limited to this option but may be used to rotate both new or

damaged fasteners in both clockwise and counterclockwise directions.

In a first alternative embodiment of the present invention, the plurality of

engagement features 3 comprises a curved portion and the flat portion 19 as shown in

FIG. 12. More specifically, the curved portion is adjacently connected to the flat portion

19. In order to complete the enclosed profile of the first alternative embodiment, the flat

portion 19 of the arbitrary feature 13 and the curved portion of the adjacent feature 14 are

adjacently connected to each other. The length of the curved portion, the flat portion 19

and the corresponding angle between those portions may vary to create a sharper gripping

edge 20 for the first alternative embodiment.

In a second alternative embodiment of the present invention, the plurality of

engagement features 3 comprises a curved portion as shown in FIG. 13. In order to

complete the enclosed profile of the second alternative embodiment, the curved portion

of the arbitrary feature 13 and the curved portion of the adjacent feature 14 are adjacently

connected to each other. The length of the curved portion and the corresponding angle

between two curved portions may vary to create a sharper gripping edge 20 for the

second alternative embodiment.



Although the invention has been explained in relation to its preferred

embodiment, it is to be understood that many other possible modifications and variations

can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as hereinafter

claimed.



What is claimed is:

1. An anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool comprises:

a torque-tool body;

a plurality of engagement features;

a cross section for each of the plurality of engagement features comprising

a bracing portion, at least one cavity portion, a first interior angle, and a second

interior angle;

the plurality of engagement features being radially distributed about a

rotational axis of the torque-tool body;

the bracing portion and the cavity portion being adjacently connected to

each other about the first interior angle;

the cavity portion being oriented towards the rotational axis; and

the second interior angle being delineated between a first lateral section

and a second lateral section of the cavity portion.

2. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1

comprising:

the torque-tool body being outwardly extended from the rotational axis to

the plurality of engagement features.

3. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1

comprises:

an attachment body;

an engagement bore;

the attachment body being centrally positioned around and along the

rotational axis;

the attachment body being adjacently connected to the torque-tool body;

and

the engagement bore traversing into the attachment body along the

rotational axis, opposite of the torque-tool body.



4. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1, wherein

the first interior angle is an obtuse angle.

5. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1, wherein

the second interior angle is a reflex angle.

6. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1

comprising:

the bracing portion being adjacently connected to the first lateral section;

the second lateral section being positioned opposite of the bracing portion

about the first lateral section; and

the second lateral section being adjacently connected the first lateral

section.

7. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 6

comprising:

a third interior angle;

the plurality of engagement features comprising an arbitrary feature and an

adjacent feature; and

the second lateral section of the arbitrary feature and the bracing portion of

the adjacent feature being adjacently positioned with each other about the third

interior angle.

8. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 7, wherein

the third interior angle is an obtuse angle.

9. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 7, wherein

the first lateral section and the second lateral section intersect about an angular

edge.



10. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 7, wherein

the first lateral section and the second lateral section intersect tangent to a

concave section.

11. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1

comprising:

the at least one cavity portion comprising a left cavity portion and a right

cavity portion;

the bracing portion being positioned in between the first lateral section of

the right cavity portion and the first lateral section of the left cavity portion;

the bracing portion being adjacently connected to the first lateral section

of the right cavity portion;

the bracing portion being adjacently connected to the first lateral section

of the left cavity portion;

the second lateral section of the right cavity portion being adjacently

connected to the first lateral section of the right cavity portion, opposite of the

bracing portion; and

the second lateral section of the left cavity portion being adjacently

connected to the first lateral section of the left cavity portion, opposite of the

bracing portion.

12. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 11

comprising:

a third interior angle;

the plurality of engagement features comprising an arbitrary feature and an

adjacent feature; and

the second lateral section for the right cavity portion of the arbitrary

feature and the second lateral section for the left cavity portion of the adjacent

feature being adjacently positioned with each other about the third interior angle.



13. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 11,

wherein the third interior angle is an obtuse angle.

14. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 11,

wherein the first lateral section of the right cavity portion and the second lateral

section of the right cavity portion intersect tangent to a concave section.

15. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 11,

wherein the first lateral section of the left cavity portion and the second lateral

section of the left cavity portion intersect about a concave section.

16. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 1

comprising:

the at least one cavity portion comprising a left cavity portion and a right

cavity portion;

a flat portion;

the bracing portion being positioned in between the first lateral section of

the right cavity portion and the first lateral section of the left cavity portion;

the bracing portion being adjacently connected to the first lateral section

of the right cavity portion;

the bracing portion being adjacently connected to the first lateral section

of the left cavity portion;

the second lateral section of the right cavity portion being adjacently

connected to the first lateral section of the right cavity portion, opposite of the

bracing portion;

the second lateral section of the left cavity portion being adjacently

connected to the first lateral section of the left cavity portion, opposite of the

bracing portion; and

the flat portion being adjacently connected to the second lateral section of

the right cavity portion.



17. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 16

comprising:

a third interior angle;

the plurality of engagement features comprising an arbitrary feature and an

adjacent feature; and

the flat portion of the arbitrary feature and the second lateral section for

the left cavity portion of the adjacent feature being adjacently positioned with

each other about the third interior angle.

18. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 16,

wherein the third interior angle is an obtuse angle.

19. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 16,

wherein the first lateral section of the right cavity portion and the second lateral

section of the right cavity portion intersect tangent a concave section.

20. The anti-slip multidirectional fastener remover tool as claimed in claim 16,

wherein the first lateral section of the left cavity portion and the second lateral

section of the left cavity portion intersect tangent a concave section.
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